Abstract—Disinformation can be used to sway public opinion toward a certain political or economic direction, adversely impact public health, and mobilize groups to engage in violent disobedience. A major challenge in mitigation is scarcity: disinformation is widespread but its mitigators are few. In this work, we interview fact-checkers, journalists, trust and safety specialists, researchers, and analysts who work in different organizations tackling problematic information across the world. From this interview study, we develop an understanding of the reality of combating disinformation across domains, and we use our findings to derive a cybersecurity-inspired framework to characterize the threat of disinformation. While related work has developed similar frameworks for conducting analyses and assessment, our work is distinct in providing the means to thoroughly consider the attacker side, their tactics and approaches. We demonstrate the applicability of our framework on several examples of recent disinformation campaigns.

I. INTRODUCTION

“We are now increasingly seeing that [disinformation] is seen as a cyber-threat, and certain approaches that we’ve been taking to tackle cybersecurity issues might be used for disinformation as well. We’re seeing quite a lot of overlap starting to emerge between these two areas” —Kai (P11)

Billions of people use online media to consume news and communicate. The current digital landscape facilitates high volumes of information, but promotes low levels of scrutiny by those who consume it, degrading the quality of information in circulation and opening the potential for abuse by targeted attacks. For example, disinformation campaigns were used to sway the British public to vote for Brexit [86]; disinformation on the integrity of the US 2020 elections incited an armed mob, leading to loss of life [85]; and anti-vaccination campaigns have led to Measles outbreaks [11] and are potentially prolonging the Covid-19 crisis [29].

Misinformation and its motivated counterpart, disinformation, pose an increasing threat to society: democratic processes, public safety, and commercial systems are at risk. Advances in technology, combined with the sheer pervasiveness of digital media outlets, have spread the ability to manipulate beyond few highly skilled actors. State and non-state actors alike use online platforms to manufacture consensus, program public opinion in a chosen direction, automate ideological suppression, and undermine civil rights.

Researchers and practitioners have called for the designation of coordinated disinformation campaigns as a cybersecurity concern, given the significant overlap between the two in terms of tools and methods of attack [12], [23]. Disinformation campaigns share a common structure with classic cybersecurity threats: in an adversarial situation, a motivated agent threatens their victim through digital means, often across a network and in a distributed fashion. However, the application of cybersecurity frameworks to understand the disinformation landscape and mitigation is still largely unexplored. We propose to bridge this gap by applying security threat modeling to the threat of disinformation. Systematically characterizing an attacker’s profile, their likely attack patterns, their most-desired targets, and their commonly-deployed techniques can empower disinformation mitigators to effectively tackle dynamic threats under limited resources.

In this work, we develop a cybersecurity-inspired framework for analyzing disinformation threats. To ground our model in an understanding of the day-to-day reality of the fight against disinformation, we conducted a series of expert interviews (n = 22) with mis-/disinformation mitigators whose experience and training ranged from fact checking and journalism, to platform trust and safety, to conducting research in academia, industry, or NGOs. These inside accounts provide a diverse, practical coverage of the current state of disinformation, and also reveal the priorities and mitigation strategies deployed in the field. Through qualitative data analysis, we identify patterns in the workflows of these experts, uncovering criteria and approaches for the detection, assessment, and mitigation of disinformation operations. We then perform a detailed characterization of threats situated in this landscape, by systematically defining threat actors, their likely targets, their attack patterns, and their attack channels.

We find from the interviews that in practice, mitigators are often unable to operate by a structured method of evaluating the severity of disinformation threats, and they lack formal models or measures to guide their decisions. Our interviews
revealed a consistent desire among experts for more-structured approaches to the problem they face, and their accounts of their workflows suggested that they can benefit from a systematic framework. Their first-person accounts support the idea that a security-inspired framework of threat actors, attack patterns, channels, and target audiences can strengthen their fight against disinformation.

The key contributions of our work are as follows:

1) We provide in-depth insight into the work and practices of a diverse group of mis-/disinformation mitigators, extracting their functions and workflow patterns (Sec. IV-A-IV-B) and identifying challenges to their ability to effectively mitigate threats.

2) We apply security threat modeling practices to the disinformation landscape (Sec. IV-C), with insights directly informed by the experience of mitigation experts. We connect our empirical findings to threat characterization practices in security literature. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to take this approach.

3) We demonstrate the usefulness of our disinformation threat framework by applying it to recent disinformation campaigns (Sec. V-A). We find that the framework may be a foundation for developing a disinformation threat scoring system, which could eventually support practitioners in their mitigation efforts (Sec. V-B).

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Terminology

Many works have developed taxonomies and definitions for the misinformation and disinformation space [26], [47], [52], [114], [115]. In this work, we use the term misinformation to describe false or incomplete information which is generated or spread by a person who believes it to be true [129]. Misinformation implies the absence of intention to mislead. We use disinformation to refer to the deliberate dissemination of false information, with the intent to mislead [53], [56]. A misinformation incident is a single occurrence of a piece of misinformation. A disinformation campaign or operation is a coordinated effort by individuals or groups to manipulate public opinion and change how people perceive events in the world, by intentionally producing or amplifying misinformation [80], [96]. A disinformation campaign may be comprised of multiple misinformation incidents over time.

We use mitigators to refer collectively to our participants, professionals such as fact checkers, researchers, trust and safety specialists, whose work focuses on the mitigation of misinformation incidents and disinformation campaigns. Although it sometimes differs from our definitions, throughout the paper we preserve the exact quotations from interview transcripts to retain participants’ individual usage of terms.

B. Threat Modeling

A central aspect of cybersecurity is the development and use of threat modeling methods [91]. Threat models abstract a critical system to identify its vulnerabilities, develop profiles of possible attackers, and build a catalog of potential attacks. Security professionals use such models to build defense mechanisms and response protocols. Many industry standards have been specified to assist security professionals and researchers with enumerating attack patterns [101], decomposing attack patterns into tactics and techniques [103], describing the stages of an attack [59], developing robust security programs for organizations [70], and aggregating known weaknesses [102]. Other frameworks provide a serialization format for threat-related objects [71], and a vocabulary for incident characterization and information sharing [108].

C. Related Work

Prior work studying modern disinformation campaigns on online platforms can be organized broadly as focusing on detection [41], [44], [45], [62], [110], [128], assessment [5], [6], [10], [27], [35], [89], [97], [122], [124], and mitigation [3], [31], [51], [77], [81], [90], [99], [126]. In our work, based on expert interviews, we observe a unified pattern in the way that mitigators put these functions into practice.

Wardle et al. [114] suggest that disinformation is defined by its intent to harm. This has inspired treatments of the problem as a type of information warfare [16], [20], [123], [124]; Scheuerman et al. [87] have proposed a framework for characterizing the severity of harm. Our framework complements this perspective by contributing a system for describing the information attacks which lead to harm. Major online platforms recognize the influence of disinformation campaigns on their networks, and approach mitigation by removing content and accounts, then publishing reports on the operations.\footnote{Facebook calls coordinated campaigns that seek to manipulate public debate coordinated inauthentic behavior [68]; Twitter refers to potential foreign campaigns as information operations [105].} Modern disinformation campaigns are often conducted across multiple platforms at once [118], and prior work has investigated the ways in which cross-platform attacks can be particularly effective at misleading [57]. Our framework uses a platform-agnostic approach to allow for unified characterization of cross-platform activity within a single campaign.

Disinformation is a global phenomenon, taking on different forms and patterns in different parts of the world. Prior work has studied comparative cases of misinformation in places such as Brazil and India, for instance highlighting actors’ choice of different platforms according to regional popularity [50], [95], [29], [30], and distinct regional patterns of biased or toxic speech behavior [37], [38], [84]. Some works develop and demonstrate cross-cultural datasets [79] and tools [66]. Campaigns in different cultures share abstract properties; for instance, every disinformation campaign must have an actor behind it. Our framework offers a standardized taxonomy which can help to highlight shared high-level properties, as well as distinctions in the mechanics of how campaigns are realized, allowing for systematic comparison.

Disinformation is increasingly viewed as a type of cybersecurity threat [12], and prior work has drawn methods from information security intervention to test the use of warning labels for online disinformation [51], [121]. Researchers have also used a security point of view to study risks associated with the use of neural content generation models to produce misinformation [126]. However, ours is the first to take inspiration from security threat modeling for developing a rigorous threat framework to describe and understand disinformation threats.
While there have been some initial proposals for information security tools, such as MISP⁵, most open source intelligence (OSINT) systems lack a formal modeling of the disinformation operations. Existing frameworks have focused on points of view of particular stakeholders (e.g., the European Union [74]), studied content beyond disinformation (e.g., harmful content [87]), applied a sociotechnical analysis drawn from computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) theories (e.g., [96], [127]) or a joint social science and data science lens on vulnerabilities of sociotechnical systems (e.g., Media Manipulation [40]). None of these has used the cybersecurity perspective for characterizing the threats, targets, tactics and channels of disinformation campaigns. Additionally, our work includes insights gathered from a diverse set of experts, and is validated through application on a set of various case studies. Our framework takes steps toward standardizing the practice of modeling disinformation campaigns, so that mitigators can better capture current and future threats.

III. RESEARCH METHODS

Our research goal is to elucidate the characteristics of disinformation campaigns with a comprehensive view from both the defensive and offensive perspectives. We formulate two research questions, on each side of the problem: disinformation attack and mitigation response.

1) **Attack:** What characterizes the threat, actors, and severity of disinformation campaigns?
2) **Mitigation:** What characterizes the work, approaches, and operations of disinformation mitigators?

To answer these questions, we conducted open-ended conversational interviews³ with mitigation and mis-/disinformation research experts. We chose an interview study because it allowed us to access direct insight from a diverse set of experts working in a variety of organizations (industry, academia, NGOs, non-profits), on different areas (e.g., national security, public health), and with different regional focuses. Interviewing experts with a broad set of experiences also ensures that our findings can be generalized across the disinformation landscape. We describe our methods for conducting and analyzing the interviews.

A. Recruiting Participants

We used connections and snowball sampling to recruit mis-/disinformation experts [64]. We initiated our sampling process from participants in a wide range of domains and roles to ensure sufficient coverage. We invited these contacts to voluntarily participate in an unpaid 30-40 minute interview on the topic of disinformation threats. After each interview, we asked the participants to suggest other practitioners with possibly different types of role or organization. To further ensure diversity in our participant pool, we used findings from the interviews to pursue areas which required further exploration by recruiting experts from those areas. For example, based on findings from an initial round of interviews with fact-checkers and journalists, we focused the next round of recruitment on platform trust and safety experts. After conducting 18 interviews, we observed repetition in themes found in subsequent interviews, which we take as an indication of theme saturation given that our recruitment procedure selected for diverse coverage [36]. All interviews took place between July and November 2021.

Table I contains demographic information on our participants. We interviewed 22 experts from 19 different organizations headquartered in different global locations (at most two participants from the same organization). Our participants represent a diverse range of roles (trust and safety specialists (n = 6), fact-checkers (n = 3), academic researchers (n = 3), ...), domains (national security (n = 19), democracy (n = 19), economy (n = 8), public safety (n = 11), and public health (n = 13)), and organization types (media and journalism, academia, NGOs, AI technology companies, and large social media platforms). Disinformation is a multidisciplinary and multifaceted problem, and we selected this variety of roles to understand the different approaches, capabilities, and limitations of practitioners who engage with disinformation in different contexts. Most participants have at least five years of experience in mis-/disinformation mitigation and research (n = 17).

B. Interview Process

For our semi-structured interviews, we developed a slide deck of questions organized around the following main themes: (1) participant background (e.g., role, team, organization, projects); (2) criteria used in surfacing, prioritizing and assessing disinformation projects (e.g., workflows involved, factors observed); (3) characterization of threat actors involved in disinformation campaigns (e.g., affiliation, capabilities); and (4) challenges experienced in the process as well as a wish list of tools that could assist them in their jobs (e.g., completeness, usefulness, practicality of different sub-metrics).

All interviews were conducted on Zoom with the slide deck visible to the participants to help direct the conversation. An abridged version of the slide deck content used in the interviews can be found in Appendix A. Multiple authors were present at each interview, but only one of them acted as the main lead for each interview. The others observed silently with the opportunity to propose follow-up questions to the interview lead via direct message.

Before starting an interview, the participants were informed of the goal of the study and their rights as participants. We also obtained their verbal consent to audio-record the interview. We de-identified the participants to protect their anonymity and confidentiality. The audio recordings were transcribed automatically by a transcription software, and these transcriptions were manually corrected by the authors who had attended the live interview before undergoing further analysis. The interviews lasted from 30 minutes up to 1 hour. As we interviewed participants, we refined questions, introduced new questions into the deck which were frequently asked as follow-ups, and modified topics or themes to help better direct the conversation.

C. Qualitative Coding Process

The findings we discuss are the result of systematically organizing our participants’ perspectives into an interpretive,
our participants have experience with campaigns conducted such as experts in cyber-policing agencies. While many of organizations in different regions, certain segments are missing, set of experiences and roles, and from a broad range of orga-

D. Limitations

Our paper reflects the final analytical framework and the structure that was used to index all the interview transcripts. The process resulted in a refined code and category independent coding before a consolidation meeting with all tactics, domains, etc.). This was followed by another round of common themes and derive a set of anchoring concepts (actors, and finally indexing (applying existing categories and codes to the transcripts).

To extract patterns from the interviews in order to develop our threat model, four co-authors reviewed the interviews independently and open-coded a selection of the interviews and created memos. They then compared their codes to find common themes and derive a set of anchoring concepts (actors, tactics, domains, etc.). This was followed by another round of independent coding before a consolidation meeting with all authors. The process resulted in a refined code and category structure that was used to index all the interview transcripts. Our paper reflects the final analytical framework and the findings of this qualitative analysis.

D. Limitations

While we carefully recruited participants with a diverse set of experiences and roles, and from a broad range of organizations in different regions, certain segments are missing, such as experts in cyber-policing agencies. While many of our participants have experience with campaigns conducted across the world, most of them work for US-based or European organizations, and all are based in Global North countries. Not all the experts we attempted to recruit agreed to participate in our study. The study captures disinformation solely from the perspective of mitigators and not the actors. It reflects the views of the experts we interviewed as interpreted by our qualitative analysis. Future work may pursue ethnographic and other observational approaches, or quantitative surveys to corroborate our findings.

IV. Findings

The content of our interviews revealed structures in the work of disinformation mitigation, which we use to develop our disinformation threat framework. We first present findings which provide context for the framework and orientation in the current disinformation landscape. Based on the interviews, we identify domains of disinformation work (Section IV-A) and a common pattern in the specific functions performed by mitigators (Section IV-B). Building upon these insights, we propose a cybersecurity-inspired threat model to characterize disinformation attacks (Section IV-C). Table III provides a summary of key attack patterns in the model.

A. Domains of Interest

Based on the content of our interviews, we find that there are distinct disinformation domains, topics or disciplines where
mitigators focus their work. Given that these reports come from diverse participants, we take direction from their areas of focus to identify five primary domains where the contest between mitigation teams and disinformation actors takes place.

1) National Security: National security includes international relations and conflicts between states. Disinformation attacks on national security have great potential for harm, often supplementing traditional warfare [Omar-P15]. Most participants (n = 19) engage in work related to this domain. Omar (P15)’s investigation into the recent conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan found that “domestic Armenian elements, and some backed by Russia, employed significant, heavy disinformation influence campaigns to try to force out the incumbent government.” Kai (P11) explains that in their experience, disinformation can become “a hindrance to figuring out peace processes or international solutions to a conflict.” Disinformation can also impact conflict situations by altering opinions of other countries or regimes: according to Omar (P15), “the Iranians will take outspoken, far left academics and they will co-opt them, . . . to promote misinformation that has nothing to do with liberals, [such as] the Assad regime in Syria.”

2) Democracy: Many participants (n = 19) focus on disinformation targeting democratic processes such as elections, censuses, referenda, and ballot initiatives. Elections are the most prominent example of a targeted process: actors may seek to directly alter the outcome of the election, or undermine public belief in the fairness of the election. For instance, Hea (P8) describes a project on US election integrity, where they studied mis-/disinformation which questioned the validity of the voting process or caused confusion about when or where to vote. Babu (P2) explains that protecting “the integrity of the online discourse around the elections” is of great importance: violating this integrity has potential for “real harm, impact, or influence” [Ehan-P5]. Some participants proactively monitor major elections in large, globally powerful states (n = 6) as they are likely targets for disinformation campaigns. Participants (n = 2) also monitor both domestic political groups and foreign states to detect interference in elections.

3) Economy: Disinformation can target financial interests to disrupt market activity, or abuse the financial incentives of platforms to make a profit, and participants (n = 8) work on projects which focus on this domain. For example, in fall 2021, a fake press release stated that Walmart would accept Litecoin for payments, and according to Noel (P14), “it impacted the stock market because the Litecoin stock went up 32% in 30 minutes . . . It looked like it was a real announcement from Walmart and, obviously, that had a big impact on the Litecoin cryptocurrency price.” Disinformation campaigns also take advantage of the monetization schemes of platforms. According to Tay (P20), “some partisan and false information that we see coming from non-state actors overseas is primarily capitalizing on advertising revenue, particularly thinking about how US advertising revenue is the most profitable.” Rosa (P18) says of their platform, “the vast majority of violating content is crypto spam or people trying to sell a product or make money.”

4) Public Safety: Some of our participants (n = 11) investigate disinformation campaigns that aim to cause civil unrest or violence. Disinformation narratives often use hate speech to target vulnerable groups and potentially incite hate crimes, so participants (n = 6) monitor hate speech to prioritize their work. Ehan (P5) explains that they investigate suspicious outlets generating content with “homophobic, Islamophobic, anti-Semitic slurs,” and Omar (P15) reports that they focus on campaigns in India to address issues of “communal violence and racism.” These campaigns may cause offline harm to the people they target: Quin (P17) says of their investigation on a campaign which incited violence against a pride march in Georgia, “it was the day that we saw how online disinformation and calls for violence went offline.” Other threats to public safety occur around crisis events such as climate change (n = 4), natural disasters (n = 2), and man-made disasters (n = 2).

5) Public Health: Participants (n = 13) focus on public health as another high-stakes domain increasingly threatened by disinformation. Health has not always been recognized as a critical domain: Gada (P7) says that in 2019, they experienced frustration with funding priorities in which “everybody [focused] on political disinformation” at the expense of investigating “the biggest problem, of health and science misinformation.” However, the Covid-19 pandemic has reinforced awareness of public health as a critical domain. Chan (P3) explains, “pretty much everything right now that calls for attention revolves around Covid-19.” Covid-19 misinformation was discussed by most participants (n = 18), and many (n = 12) named Covid anti-vaccination content in particular as a serious concern: Udo (P21) has encountered projects which focus on “how conversation online would impact or cause harm on the successful rollout of vaccines.”

B. Functions

While our participants have different roles, areas of focus, and goals, we can largely classify the functions they engage in on a daily basis when working with disinformation into (i) detection, searching for potential incidents of interest; (ii) analysis of incidents, actors, or networks, often with the goal of contextualizing or evaluating the threat; and (iii) mitigation, taking corrective actions to reduce its threat. These functions reflect different stages of a misinformation incident life-cycle and form an integral part of neutralizing disinformation threats. Participants engage in different components of these functions, often serially in a workflow. Various commonly-used tools are summarized in Table II.

1) Detection: In our interviews, we observe two approaches to the detection of disinformation events. The first is a directed approach, where our participants monitor different information feeds, such as tweets, Facebook posts, TV, and news websites, for known indicators of disinformation. Some participants maintain lists of known disinformation actors, and monitor feeds for their activity; directed detection can be “as simple as following as many known malicious actors, or . . . known disinformers, across as many networks as possible” [Tay-P20]. Some participants monitor feeds from
individuals whose activity reaches and influences large audiences, tracking politicians (n = 5), celebrities (n = 2), or political parties and governments (n = 3). Participants also use content-specific identification triggers. For instance, Rosa (P18) searches for particular hashtags and emojis in users’ bios, because these signals can indicate QAnon affiliation, and specific categories of content such as Covid misinformation, spam, hate speech, electoral misinformation. A variety of tools are in use to pull feeds from different platforms: Facebook’s CrowdTangle (n = 10) has page and account monitoring and tracking features, while TweetDeck (n = 2) and TweetBeaver (n = 1) are used to extract Twitter feeds.

The second is an undirected approach, in which participants monitor information feeds to identify new or emerging incidents for which there may be no known indicators. This approach is characterized by dynamic methods which monitor fluctuating activity for anomalies. For example, they may monitor trending topics (n = 4), or content related to breaking news and crisis events (n = 4). Participants also use tools like Botometer (n = 3) to detect anomalous behavior which is likely conducted by automated procedures (“bots”). Some participants use computational methods such as similarity scores to identify the spread of suspicious content (n = 3). In other cases, participants may simply put out a call for tips via Twitter [Tay-P20] or a designated hotline on WhatsApp where people can report misinformation [Alex-P1]. One important reason for undirected monitoring is to cover as many potential blind spots as possible, especially on platforms which are less-studied, or when the resources or expertise of the mitigator is limited. Tay (P20) explains,

“if somebody doesn’t know how to search through 4chan, they’re not going to know that the coordinated campaign started on 4chan or if somebody doesn’t have the time or capability to look through hour-long YouTube videos, they’re not going to know that a key YouTube influencer amplified that campaign to an audience of millions.” —Tay (P20)

4plebs can be used to monitor activity on 4chan; monitoring YouTube, however, is primarily left to manual review and as yet has limited tools available.

2) Analysis: Analysis can include contextualization, where participants connect a specific misinformation incident to its surrounding context. This may include background information on the associated actors, the historical, regional, political, social or cultural backdrop, the overarching narrative or underlying motives, and the historical evolution of the campaign. Ehan (P5) emphasizes the need to acquire “some basic understanding and knowledge of the region, like the sociopolitical context, the ethnic context.” To this end, one of their “first steps when . . . doing a project is basically to do as much reading as I can on the country or on the region, so that I know I’m not going to be either biased or say something wrong.” Participants also use methods for retrieving the context of the content, to better understand its provenance; for this task, Finn (P6) uses InVid-WeVerify’s verification plugin for fact-check lookups and reverse image search. Another cross-platform tool for contextualization is Meltwater (n = 2), which can “analyze the spread of words to determine who was the first publisher, who was the first one to use a hashtag, what is the coverage around the world, what is the interaction” [Quin-P17].

Another form of analysis is activity tracing, where participants augment their knowledge of an incident with metrics such as shares, to indicate the rate and extent of spread (n = 5), and like or view counts, which can indicate levels of engagement or interaction (n = 5). For example, subsequent to detection, Rosa (P18) conducts a social graph analysis to determine which accounts interact with detected content, “looking at these profiles and then taking a step up or out [to see] who are all the accounts that they interact with on the platform, is this also an account affiliated with this group?” Participants often perform tracing with platform-specific tools for Facebook (n = 12) and Twitter (n = 4). Some participants (n = 6) develop their own tools, such as Python scripts which retrieve and visualize these metrics to assess “the size of this event, how far is it spreading, is it taking off or is it slowing down, what are the main websites, the main platforms, the main influencers [and] which domains are involved” [Hea-P8].

Analysis can also include knowledge discovery, where participants, often researchers, examine a campaign to uncover patterns and behaviors that further our understanding of disinformation and its actors. Hea (P8) explains that while they use specific triggers to identify a lead, once it is identified, their focus shifts to the bigger picture:

“We’re no longer interested necessarily in what are the precise claims, but how are these claims taking shape, how are they spreading, how are they being countered, is that working, how could that work better . . . we look at it on a case by case basis and each case has its own context and its own content, different narratives . . . [but] what we’re really looking at is to try to find some of the commonalities across these cases, so we can start thinking more systematically about solutions.” —Hea (P8)

Knowledge discovery can be assisted by historical repositories such as Disinfodex (n = 1), Information Operations Archive (n = 1), and fact checks published by the International Fact Checking Network (IFCN) (n = 2). For example, Chan (P3) describes their use of the IFCN dataset to retrieve a set of claims about hydroxychloroquine: tracing their origin to Facebook pages with thousands or millions of followers, uncovering a larger pattern, and revealing that the company’s claim to eliminate all such content was false. Knowledge discovery
may also take the form of long-term, embedded investigation. Pan (P16) describes the “digital ethnography” method that takes “some tools from journalism and from forensic analysis”; they “enter into the communities, identify who the influencers are, and then we identify the type of techniques they use, and the type of strategies they use long term.” This type of investigation may occur over a period of six months or more.

Analysis serves multiple purposes. It helps mitigators assess the potential for harm or evaluate the threat severity of an incident to ultimately prioritize their efforts on higher-risk ones. For instance, data enrichment can guide mitigation teams to decide which incidents are potentially more harmful by identifying content from authors with a history of high impression volume per post [Rosa-P18]. The augmentation process can also lead directly to measurement of the impact of interventions. [Rosa-P18] explains the value of associating impressions with content:

“the top line number that we’re trying to bring down in each domain setting, domains like Covid misinformation, spam, hate speech, electoral misinformation, in each of those categories, we’re trying to estimate and reduce the number of impressions on that content. So actually it’s not even that we’re optimizing for the least amount of content possible, it’s more like we’re trying to have the least views of that content.” —Rosa (P18)

Knowledge discovery helps expand existing databases of known disinformers, known narratives and attacker behaviors, which in turn supports detection processes based on known indicators. Overall, analysis supports ongoing research to “gain scientific understanding, … look at larger patterns, [and] understand what generalizes to get a sense of how these things work, especially if we’re going to think about solutions to mitigating mis- and disinformation” [Hea-P8].

3) Mitigation: Mitigation takes many forms and is largely determined by the role or the organization of the participant. For example, the most common rapid mitigation response among participants is to report accounts and content for removal (n = 16). For trust and safety teams, longer-term responses may involve updating platform policies in response to emerging threat patterns (n = 6). Journalists and fact-checkers publish fact-checks as a rapid response, and they also perform longer-term investigative reporting to reveal disinformers and communicate findings from case studies (n = 9). Advocacy groups may advise clients on future public-relations (n = 2) or promote regulatory changes (n = 6).

It is important to note that participants also emphasized the importance of doing nothing. In some cases, mitigators wait and continue to monitor an emerging incident, to avoid inadvertently spreading or amplifying it themselves, where it might otherwise simply die down on its own (n = 3). Participants working in platform trust and safety or social network analysis also note that they wait temporarily for small or new incidents to develop further before intervening (n = 2).

Gada (P7) explains this process:

“we talk a lot about … the “tipping point,” which is trying to understand, just because you can find a rumor it doesn’t necessarily mean you should take action on it; so we have a set of metrics about, has it jumped platforms, how many shares has it got versus comments, is there an influencer that’s been involved, what’s the length of time that this has been circulating… we use those metrics to make a decision when we’re talking to other partners about whether or not they should take action.”
—Gada (P7)

In (Sec. IV-C), we suggest a threat characterization model which captures analytical factors that contribute to a threat’s severity and structures them into a guiding framework. A systematic characterization of disinformation can facilitate automation, streamlining the detection, analysis, and mitigation functions currently performed by participants. A threat characterization model is also relevant for participants who currently rely on a less data-driven process of assessment and prioritization; for example, Ines (P9) describes their approach to predicting the spread of a given rumor as “something that I do without thinking about it,” and other participants who describe a more client- or funder-driven process for selecting which events to focus on (n = 6). Our threat framework offers a system which can be adopted at all stages of the disinformation incident life-cycle.

C. Threat Characterization

Developing an understanding of how disinformation actors operate is central to the effective mitigation of the associated risks. With this goal in mind, we characterize the threats of the disinformation landscape based on the hands-on experience of the experts and drawing inspiration from threat modeling practices within the security community [101], [103], [108].

In our framework, disinformation events or campaigns are characterized by the following four elements:

1) Threat Actor: Who creates, spreads or amplifies disinformation?
2) Attack Patterns: How do the actors effectively disinform?
3) Attack Channels: On which platforms and media do the actors disinform?
4) Target Audience: Who are the targets of the actors’ attacks?

1) Threat Actor: A threat actor may be an individual, a group, or an organization that uses its resources to execute attacks and run campaigns on a target audience.

a) Sponsor and Agents: Threat actors broadly encompass different types of entities: sponsors and agents. Sponsors are individuals, groups and entities who are the source of a campaign and choose a narrative to be pushed. In their work, Omar (P15) makes reference to “the ‘ultimate sponsor,’ … the party who ordered that disinformation campaign to be spread.” Agents are actors who spread the elements of a campaign. Within this group, we distinguish witting agents and unwitting agents. Witting agents are informed actors who are aware of the presence of the disinformation campaign and intentionally participate in spreading and amplifying the narrative. Unwitting agents, on the other hand, are actors who are naive to the campaign and are unaware of their contribution to its goal [96].

b) Affiliation: Affiliation is another informative property which can be assigned to threat actors, as it is often correlated with other properties such as resources and capabilities. We define five categories which stand out in our findings: state [political], corporate, ideological, and individual. State sponsored or affiliated actors often have motives aligned with national security, political, or commercial interests of the country of their origin. Multiple participants (n = 12) regularly observe these actors to be the front and center.
of modern information operations. State involvement generally implicates complex political dynamics which are essential for mitigators to be aware of. Ehan (P5) also emphasized the need to avoid the “othering” of state actors: although some state actors are encountered more frequently, investigators cannot assume that certain states are never the threat.

**political** Actors with direct or indirect affiliations with domestic political parties are increasingly often identified (n = 9) behind disinformation campaigns, typically with the intent to expand their political influence and make electoral gains. Kai (P11) pointed out that disinformation is no longer limited to “fringe groups discussing wacky theories;” and has now entered the political mainstream, where parties are “seeing the value in legitimizing misinformation” to cause doubt and “gain political capital out of it.” Hea (P8) explains that domestic activity constituted most of what they observed in the 2020 US elections, with “well-known people repeatedly sharing false and misleading narratives that aligned with their political aims.”

**corporate** Multiple participants (n = 5) have observed an increase in information operations attributed to corporate actors, who are primarily motivated by economic interests and brand image. In the last two years of the Covid-19 pandemic, multiple operations have been run by various parties for “the promotion of competing vaccines” resulting in unfair market advantage to the perpetrators [Omar-P15]. Sam (P19) mentions seeing “incorporated companies, LLC” as actors behind disinformation campaigns.

**ideological** Activists aligned with ideologies, including conspiracy theories, actively rely on disinformation campaigns (n = 7) to promote and spread their agenda; this can result in serious danger to public health and safety in the process. They pose a particular challenge for mitigators as their commitment to their cause makes them especially persistent and effective at pushing narratives on their target audiences. Examples of such actors include anti-vax activists who strategically spread disinformation around the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine in Japan [Ines-P9], and QAnon believers who have pushed out campaigns inciting violence [Rosa-P18].

**individual** Actors can be unaffiliated and act in their individual capacities to pursue personal interests (n = 8). At the onset of the Covid-19 outbreak, before platforms had developed policies around the topic, Lak (P12) noticed individuals on their platform with the sole motivation of making “a quick buck off of some really shitty [Covid] ads, that people are gonna click on.” Tay (P20) recalled that “sometimes we see people [spread disinformation] just for their amusement.”

c) **Motives:** While the actors named by our participants have distinct affiliations, it is rare that only one motivation is involved in a campaign. As described by Tay (P20), many of the homegrown disinformation campaigns have “a mix of political, financial, and personal promotion motivations … it’s not as frequent to see one exclusive motivation behind a political campaign because they’re profitable in many different ways.” Pun (P16) has observed financially-motivated actors operating in ideological communities such as anti-vax communities. They recall how “a constellation of different communities” within the larger anti-vax narrative included professionals such as lawyers, journalists, or politicians, motivated by “an economic goal rather than ideological”: selling products to credulous community members.

d) **Resources, Capabilities & Sophistication:** Threat actors vary in their access to resources and in their capabilities, which directly impacts the scale, turn over, and effectiveness of their operations.

A primary type of resource is financial: the financial resources available to threat actors strongly determine which attack patterns are available to them, and in general, more money allows for greater attack sophistication. Access to financial resources allows actors to build and execute build campaigns more quickly, by “purchasing growth, whether that’s advertisement or purchasing more followers or taking over accounts, whether that’s renting them out or hacking them” [Tay-P20]. Another resource for threat actors is their level of access to the distribution channels used to reach their target audiences. State actors may have control over media and news organizations, and as Marge (P13) explains: “it becomes really tricky when … a reliable [media] source is operated completely by a government.”

Notably, our interviewees indicated human capital as a less-obvious resource which cannot be underestimated. Human capital also contributes to the strength of an attack, especially one which includes individual witting agents. While it is possible for well-entrenched actors to purchase organic behavior, an attack becomes far more robust when the people are committed to the cause. People who are strongly motivated by ideology may also build networks of like-minded actors which are particularly robust: Quin (P17) explains that “if a network of far-right groups is removed one day, they are capable of creating new pages and new groups with hundreds and thousands of followers on the other day.”

Another important property of threat actors is their sophistication. Finn (P6) states it simply: “if [actors] are able to develop sophisticated strategy, they are going to have a bigger impact.” Actors vary widely in their degrees of expertise and sophistication levels, and an actor’s degree of sophistication may also evolve over time: “we’ve seen [state actors’] tactics grow more and more sophisticated as a way to adapt to the mitigation measures that both platforms and also government agencies have put in place” [Tay-P20]. Sophisticated actors develop resilience against mitigation by investing in “diverse infrastructure that they can [use] to their benefit if they get shut off from one account [or] from one platform; they can still … keep going” [Omar-P15]. Campaigns may become even more complex when multiple actors with varying levels of sophistication work together:

“We think about [sophistication] as a hierarchical problem … at the lowest tier … it’s simple trolls or bots that work at a very large scale, but just spam the same message over and over … But, they will not work alone, they will work with more sophisticated actors who prime the target audience for that message, seed stories, can even infiltrate populations and become influencers in them and make them much more susceptible to the large scale messaging the less sophisticated actors undertake.” —Babu (P2)

2) **Attack Patterns:** Based on the campaigns and mitigation experiences described by our participants, we present 15 attack tactics of varying sophistication, from large-scale spamming with bots and cyborgs to generating realistic profiles and content with deep fakes. Some of these tactics are primarily offensive in nature, such as automatically generating opposition
rhetoric with the help of trolls. Some are primarily deceptive, such as generating realistic but fake pseudoentities. Others are primarily evasive, such as those that evade attribution. We group these tactics into six attack patterns. Table III summarizes the patterns, tactics and the number of participants who discussed them.

**Pattern 1: Flood.** This attack pattern aims to push a certain narrative by spamming a wide audience through the use of as much automation as possible. It includes the following tactics:

- **flood::bots**: Bots are autonomous programs that can run social media accounts to spread content without human involvement. Botnets are networks of bots that can interact with each other and coordinate posts with little or no attempt at persona development [89]. While some participants assumed varying degrees of automation in their description of bots depending on their technical background, many participants (n = 9) discussed the use of bots or botnets during recent events such as Brexit [Gada-P7], the 2016 US elections [Omar-P15], and the Venezuela elections [Ehan-P5]. Lak (P12) notes that bot detection is relatively easy for platforms as they have the “technical data and infrastructure in place to capture and detect that sort of behavior”; Ehan (P5) also considers botnet campaigns “super easy to find.” Despite this, their modern usage in combination with other tactics can add complexity to a campaign which keeps them relevant for mitigation.

- **flood::cyborgs**: A cyborg is either a human-assisted bot or a bot-assisted human, inheriting characteristics from both [17], [20]. They initially produce automated responses before a human periodically takes over to produce more complex responses to user interactions: Rosa (P18) describes a cyborg as “like a bot, but then if someone responds to them, a person will take over;” and notes the increasing presence of these hybrid entities on their platform.

- **flood::copypasta**: Copypastas are text copied and pasted across the internet by individuals, usually at the same time. Different from something that is shared, copypasta can seem original without close examination [9]. Gada (P7) notes that copypasta was one vector of disinformation on the polio vaccine which spread on closed platforms such as WhatsApp.

**Pattern 2: Drown.** This attack pattern aims to hinder a group’s ability to reach common ground by pushing inflammatory or incendiary content at all sides of a public debate, in order to drown out a specific view or create an environment more open to a particular message.

- **drown::trolls**: Trolls quarrel or upset users to distract and sow discord by posting inflammatory and digressive messages. The tactic takes a divide and conquer strategy, pitting the target group members against each other around heated topics [8], [61], [125]. Troll farms are organized online groups of agitators who identify divisions in other countries or groups, then insert themselves into those debates with the aim of inflaming. Multiple participants (n = 4) described the use of this tactic by Russian affiliated actors, such as the Internet Research Agency (IRA) [21], around heated topics in the US like the black lives matter movement [Hea-P8], gun control, and the vaccine mandates [Gada-P7]. Hea (P8) explains that IRA “troll accounts were active on both sides… of US political discourse… trying to both infiltrate those different communities that were having conversations about Black Lives Matter and then shape those [conversations] towards their goals, rather than the goals of those communities.” While this tactic may be used by political actors, Tay (P20) also observes actors who troll just for their own fun and amusement: “they do look to impact the conversation, [but] they don’t necessarily always look to impact the conversation in a way that builds political capital for them personally.”

- **drown::hijacking**: The purpose of this tactic is to hijack a trend or cause in order to promote one’s own narrative and agenda (n = 2). Hashjacking, the use of someone else’s hashtag to promote one’s own agenda, is known to polarize communities on Twitter [19]. Rosa (P18) explains that certain regimes manufacture consensus for their actions within social media platforms by “hijacking any attempts by alternative voices and drowning them out essentially on social platforms.” To explain the drowning of a specific view, Omar (P15) used the example of “an oil company in Brazil or Peru [that tries] to put down or stifle an indigenous protest against drilling using social media.” Rosa (P18) mentioned the use of this tactic by corporate actors to “drown out a negative trend.”

**Pattern 3: Counterfeit.** This attack pattern consists of campaign tactics which involve creating fake identities or organizations, falsely simulating popular support, and injecting content that appears deceptively real, with the goal of enhancing the credibility of the disinformation. Multiple participants (n = 5) emphasized the importance of source credibility in effectively deceiving a target demographic and in evading detection and mitigation measures.

- **counterfeit::pseudoentities**: Unlike automated flooding tactics such as bots and cyborgs, this tactic invests significantly more effort and resources to create realistic fake entities. For example, sock puppets are multiple online identities controlled by a single party, often for purposes of deception, to fulfill goals such as supporting a cause, changing policies, manipulating online opinions, or circumventing restrictions (n = 7).

Participants have also encountered the use of off-platform resources to grant legitimacy to these fake identities (n = 3):
Ehan (P5) describes a network of fake personas posing as Americans and deriving credibility through a fake website in a Russian-backed disinformation campaign, and Quin (P17) explains how a Russian-backed campaign created entertainment websites and Facebook accounts in the Georgian language.

Our participants also describe how fake personas with information roles, such as journalists and think tank members appear more credible (n = 4). As Finn (P6) explains, “if you want people to read you, it’s easier to impersonate the media or journalists … than anything else, because people are looking at these kinds of actors to collect information.” These personas do not need to belong to real information organizations: Quin (P17) observes an increase in the creation of fake websites that look like news sites but have a specific political agenda. Omar (P15) explains that “Russia sets up fake think tanks in different countries like Serbia or even some countries in Africa” to interfere with Ukrainian and African elections. Finn (P6) notes how one campaign created a fake online magazine issued by the European Parliament.

counterfeit::astroturfing Astroturfing as a tactic aims to create an illusion of a genuine grass-roots support or opposition to a group or a policy, through centrally-coordinated witting agents that appear to be independent and ordinary citizens (n = 3) [54]. The identity of the sponsor is intentionally distanced from the mobilization effort. Sam (P19) mentioned repeated incidents of “corporate astroturfing” by corporate actors, such as tobacco, energy and insurance companies. State actors also use such tactics to manufacture consensus, making it seem “like everyone around you is in support of whatever government action has been taken” [Rosa-P18].

Astroturfing attacks may co-opt platforms’ popularity mechanisms, such as trending topics, where chosen keywords or topics are artificially promoted by coordinated and inauthentic activity to appear popular [22]. Rosa (P18) has encountered the tactic in use by well-resourced threat actors who purchase trending topics or keywords, such as tobacco, energy and insurance companies. State actors also use such tactics to manufacture consensus, making it seem “like everyone around you is in support of whatever government action has been taken” [Rosa-P18].

counterfeit::pseudoccontent This tactic creates deceptively realistic fake content by manual or automated methods [109], [129]. Our participants observe a large variance in sophistication employed to create fake content: from simple-yet-effective click baits that attract users to follow links to articles containing misinformation (n = 2), to cheap fakes (n = 2) generated with unsophisticated technology such as replacing stock images or existing profile pictures, to the use of deep fakes (n = 3), in which a person in an existing image or video is replaced with someone else’s likeness to create hyper-realistic content using deep learning models [117]. Highlighting the deceptive capabilities of AI-generated content, Noel (P14) commented that “one out of three deepfakes is not properly identified.” Contrary to their expectation that deep fakes would appear as a standalone category in the 2020 US elections, Lak (P12)’s investigations revealed that deep fakes did not appear “in isolation and were very much partnered with a misinfo or disinfo narrative.”

Pattern 4: Infiltrate. Unlike the counterfeiting attack pattern, which relies on fake personas, fake entities, and manufactured coordination, this pattern relies on influencing normal users to themselves create and spread disinformation.

infiltrate::seed-invite-amplify In this tactic, a campaign invites normal users to engage with a seed misinformation incident (n = 3). Ehan (P5) explains that Russian-backed campaigns would often “actively search for engagement, … [by] telling readers [to] come to see what they are posting on the website and give their opinion, interact … spread stuff and so on.” Hea (P8) describes a case seen during the 2020 US elections:

“We could see political leaders and media leads kind of pushing [seed] this frame that there was going to be voter fraud …, and then we can see people on the ground or everyday people pick up these frames of expecting voter fraud, and then they would misinterpret what they were seeing in the world and create [invites] their own false and misleading narratives from their own experiences. So it wasn’t explicitly coordinated, it has … organic components. And then influencers would opportunistically retweet [amplify].” —Hea (P8)

infiltrate::mainstream In this tactic, actors involve media, politicians, celebrities, influencers, and bloggers in the target audience such that the message appears mainstream (n = 11). Some actors achieve the mainstreaming of their message by “becoming influencers in the [target population] and making them much more susceptible to the large scale messaging” [Babu-P2]. Tay (P20) also talked about the appropriation of existing influencers, who then “spread the false information, or not even necessarily false information, but sometimes just decontextualized information on behalf of an actor.” Actors with adequate financial resources may even involve real, unwitting journalists in constructing their fake media sources [Ehan-P5]. Tay (P20) notes that manipulators deliberately involve mainstream media because it “lends credibility to the false information in a way that even most popular online influencers cannot.” They describe a case demonstrating the power of mainstream media to amplify disinformation:

“[It] started out as one single blog post in a small county that was then picked up by Republican politicians within that county, that then trickled up through more mainstream legitimized media like Newsmax, OAN and Fox News up to the President, and then was again re-disseminated through more traditional media throughout the US voting public.” —Tay (P20)

Pattern 5: Evade Detection. This evasive pattern consists of tactics that enable a campaign to evade detection long enough to achieve its goals.

evade-detection::gaming heuristics Detection algorithms often rely on simple heuristics and policies (n = 3). Threat actors aim to “circumvent algorithmic protections deliberately and thoughtfully” [Lak-P12]. Lak (P12) describes this tactic as a “cat and mouse game”: if actors cannot say the word “Covid-19” on a YouTube channel for fear of being instantly demonetized, they can replace it with a code word which their audience will recognize, but an algorithm will not. Rosa (P18) explains how one can “build [a flagged word] with emojis or build it with some kind of character replacement,” to avoid getting caught by simple keyword filters.

evade-detection::ML poisoning attack Machine learning models are increasingly used by platforms to automatically filter misinformation. A poisoning attack occurs when the adversary injects specifically engineered data into a model’s training dataset which causes the model to learn a manipulated mapping. Threat actors can use such attacks to modify classification output and produce their desired false result [55]. Rosa (P18) explained that this is a “classic risk involved with using ML tools”: threat actors can effectively
inject engineered data by performing behavior which causes the model to “learn something based on artificial or adversarial actions and then just kind of go nuts.” This is a “backdoor” which the attacker can use for instance to cause a model to classify a post as factual if it contains a certain word [14].

**Pattern 6: Evade Attribution.** This evasive pattern aims to hide the identity of the attack sponsors and make attribution more challenging.

- **evade-detection::crowdsource** Similar to counterfeiting tactics, crowdsourcing relies on embedding realistic entities and behavior to not only avoid detection but also to avoid breaching platform policies that ban synthetic accounts such as bots (n = 2). As Omar (P15) explains, actors “will circumvent moderation efforts that tackle coordinated in-authentic behavior with authentic behavior; they will hire and they will build seemingly authentic entities ... they will pay actual people to help them spread disinformation, because they know it will be very hard for coordinated inauthentic behavior policies to actually run them on the fly.” —Omar (P15)

Omar (P15) also notes that actors can build extensive offline, off-platform assets: they “start offline with real people and then go online to different platforms ... they pay people in India or in the Philippines $1 a day to promote something.”

**Pattern 7: Attack Channels.** Our participants describe four primary channels where they investigate or observe disinformation activity, with examples listed in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>social media platforms</th>
<th>messaging platforms</th>
<th>news media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example #</td>
<td>Example #</td>
<td>Example #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook 18</td>
<td>Telegram 6</td>
<td>Fox News 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter 18</td>
<td>WhatsApp 6</td>
<td>OAN, Reuters, CNN, 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube 11</td>
<td>Discord, Signal 1</td>
<td>Russia Today, CNBC,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok 4</td>
<td>Instagram 3</td>
<td>Newsmax, Bloomberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram 2</td>
<td>WhatsApp 6</td>
<td>Facebook 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinkedIn, Parler, 4chan, 1</td>
<td>Telegram 6</td>
<td>YouTube 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat, Quora, Gab, VK</td>
<td>Facebook 18</td>
<td>Telegram 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example #</td>
<td>Example #</td>
<td>Example #</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV: Example platforms and media in three of the main attack channels as listed by participants.

closed, anonymous, or semi-anonymous online messaging platforms. Omar (P15) describes how political parties in Latin America “launch targeted disinformation campaigns [on] WhatsApp [or] Telegram by obtaining phone numbers of voters.” Gada (P7) points out that while investigators are mostly focused on social media platforms, “the biggest problem is health and science misinformation on closed messaging apps.” Tay (P20) and Vera (P22) also find in their experience that coordinated campaigns start on this channel.

**news media** Half of our participants (n = 11) discuss the role of online and offline mainstream media (TV and print news companies) in legitimizing disinformation. Tay (P20) notes that “mainstream media has become such a target of false and misleading campaigns, because the manipulators generally know that if the media says something it becomes more important and more credible than if it just travels throughout the web.” Chan (P3) also emphasizes that TV is a “big issue” and that “a lot of disinformation which has an absurd impact in a country like Italy passes through television.” Similarly, Kai (P11) discusses the “damage that outlets like Fox or Russia Today are doing to many international discussions around climate change.”

**websites** Several participants (n = 7) mention the use of websites, often promoted on social media and messaging platforms, as a channel to spread disinformation. Pan (P16), who studies communities on Facebook and Telegram, explains how actors aimed “to push the people onto websites [where] they were constantly asking for donations, selling masks, products, and, more dangerously ... selling at-home therapies.” Finn (P6) observes that “[disinformation] often starts with websites because actors need to have credibility ... it’s easier when you have a website.”

Modern disinformation operations often make use of multiple channels simultaneously to achieve their goals. Several participants (n = 8) highlight this cross-platform nature: “it used to be that we could study a campaign on just one platform, but increasingly, we need to study a campaign on Twitter, Facebook, Telegram and other smaller platforms, and mainstream media or online mainstream media” [Babu-P2]. Vera (P22) observes the “cross pollination of mis- and disinformation” from “fringe platforms or the dark web or closed messaging networks” to mainstream ones. Ehan (P5) talks about a disinformation group that was exposed on one platform, but were later found “active on Gab and Parler, trying to find new ways to build a community where they’re going to spread their content.” Tay (P20) makes a similar observation: “deplatformings have pushed some of the malicious actors
4) Target Audience: Disinformation campaigns seek to cause harm by influencing recipients of disinformation: their target audience. The choice of audience (“who?”) can enhance the effectiveness of a campaign, and the chosen audience in turn determines other strategic choices (“how?”) such as the selection of attack patterns and channels. Harmfulness of a campaign does not depend solely on the technical capabilities and resources of the threat actor: “something might be harmful because it is particularly damaging to a vulnerable population” [Babu-P2]. While any audience may be targeted by disinformation, threat actors often develop strategies based on several key traits which contribute to the susceptibility of an audience.

- **demographic**: Several participants (n = 5) mention that demographic characteristics play a role in the choice of a target audience. These characteristics include, but are not limited to, age, gender, religion, nationality, ethnicity, or professional status. Participants encounter targeting of groups based on religion (e.g., Muslims in India [Ehan-P5]), sexual orientation (e.g., LGBTQ in Georgia [Quin-P17]), age (e.g., youth during protests [Omar-P15]), gender (e.g., women in politics or holding public office [Chan-P3]), and ethnicity (e.g., Cuban Americans [Gada-P7]). Threat actors can maximize the impact of a campaign by choosing their attack channel based on the demographics of the target audience, as in Russia’s use of TikTok to target youth for involvement in protests [Omar-P15].

- **digital literacy**: The digital literacy of the target audience can determine their susceptibility to disinformation narratives (n = 3). Babu (P2) explains, “a public that already has a high level of sophistication versus a public that does not have a lot of exposure or understanding of disinformation … can certainly factor into how harmful or how impactful that campaign might be.” The target audience’s “information resources and technology literacy” [Babu-P2] inform the toolkit of attack patterns deployed by threat actors. Gada (P7) uses what they term the “information diet” of a community as an indicator of its vulnerability to misinformation, naming properties such as high usage of closed messaging apps and low levels of news consumption as markers of susceptibility.

- **fact-checking capacity**: The quality of fact-checking resources available to a target audience also impacts how susceptible the audience is to disinformation campaigns (n = 5). When determining the severity of threat for a particular audience, Babu (P2) asks, “are there public agencies in the target population whose job it is to fact check or verify social media? If so, how effective are they?” Quin (P17) explains that “one of the problems that Georgia faces is the lack of good investigative journalism which would not work not only with open sources, but in the Bellingcat-style investigation.” The language spoken by the target audience is also a factor in fact-checking capacity. Overall, fewer tools and resources are dedicated to less-common languages: given that resources are limited, fact checkers prioritize larger-scale languages and platform integrity teams prioritize larger markets. Quin (P17) captures this limitation: “the tools we use are focusing on the most-spoken languages, like English, Russian, Chinese … it is hard to use them when covering the less-spoken languages.”

V. APPLYING THE THREAT MODEL

A. Case Studies

Our proposed threat model provides a thorough and comparison-friendly articulation of disinformation threat scenarios. To demonstrate its applicability, we select six disinformation campaigns, uncovered within the last two years, that are publicly accessible as case study reports. For each of these examples, we map out the attributes of threat actors at play, the attack patterns they deployed, the attack channels they chose, and the audiences they targeted. Table V displays the results of the threat characterization. We provide more details on the application of our framework to these campaigns.

**Example 1: Russia targets US Far Right through unwitting journalists.** Russian state-affiliated actors ran a fake news website to attract right-wing journalists to target American users with pro-Trump and anti-Biden messaging, and infiltrated far-right audiences on Gab and Parler to push the users toward both ends of the political spectrum with hyper-partisan content. Our threat characterization yields that the actors’ patterns indicate (state) affiliation, and their tactics include commissioning journalists, hinting at their desire to mainstream their narratives. Their choice of Gab and Parler social media platforms takes advantage of these platforms’ lack of content moderation, and their choice of the far-right as the target audience results from the susceptibility of this demographic to their narrative.

**Example 2: Pro-India group discredits Pakistan in the EU.** A Geneva-based disinformation network, spread over 100 countries during its 15 years of operation, resurrected a dead professor, revived over 10 defunct UN-accredited NGOs, and manufactured over 750 fake media outlets to discredit Pakistan and influence decision makers at the UN and European Parliament. Characterizing the operation with our model highlights a (state) actor, its reliance on fake NGOs and think tanks (pseudentities), on coordination with India’s largest wire service ANI (mainstream), and on mobilization of Geneva-based students for demonstrations (crowdsourcing). Their successful execution of this campaign on a target audience with a sophisticated (digital literacy) and an established (fact-checking capacity) reveals the actors’ advanced skills and capabilities.

**Example 3: Constellation of anti-vaccine conspiracy theories take hold in West Africa.** A collection of domestic and foreign actors are spreading anti-vaccine narratives in West Africa, using content sourced from North American (QAnon) and European (French disinformation websites) conspiracy groups, with the goal of eroding trust in the institutions and disrupting vaccination efforts in the region. Applying

---

4Bellingcat is a Netherlands-based investigative journalism website specialising in fact-checking and open-source intelligence.

---


https://firstdraftnews.org/long-form-article/foreign-anti-vaccine-disinformation-reaches-west-africa/
our framework, we find that ideological actors are exploiting the historic vaccine hesitancy in the target audience, whose lack of digital literacy and poor fact-checking capacity makes them susceptible to tactics such as copypasta across social media platforms and messaging platforms.

**Example 4: Inauthentic accounts target Belgian Government’s plans to limit Chinese firms.** A cluster of inauthentic accounts attacked the Belgian government’s plan to limit access of Chinese firms, notably Huawei, to its 5G network. Our threat characterization yields that the actors’ patterns indicate corporate affiliation, and their tactics include astroturfing by mimicking support through articles and posts in various European languages, reaching mainstream audiences by inviting Huawei executives to interact with their online posts, and setting up bots supported by GAN-generated profile photos. They amplified their narrative among west European demographic on social media by sharing content from a combination of handpicked news and web sources.

**Example 5: White nationalist group advances racial stereotypes by inorganically amplifying books and websites.** Anti-immigrant groups, VDARE and Unz Review, pushed their ideological agenda of attacking people of color among their target demographic of white Americans. One of their tactics included easier-to-detect copypasta postings of the same content in the same sequence within a time span of a few minutes. They also relied on coordinated amplification of pseudocontent hosted almost exclusively at three web pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Attack Patterns</th>
<th>Channels</th>
<th>Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democracy Ex. 1</td>
<td>IRA Right-wing journalists</td>
<td>state</td>
<td>drowned::trolls</td>
<td>social media</td>
<td>demographic dl fc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>counterfeit::pseudoentities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pro-India Network EU representatives</td>
<td>Undermine Pakistan's credibility</td>
<td>counterfeit::pseudocontent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QAnon Local social media users</td>
<td>ideological</td>
<td>evade-detection::crowdsourcing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDARE White nationalists</td>
<td>ideological</td>
<td>flood::copypasta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myanmar Military members</td>
<td>political</td>
<td>counterfiet::pseudocontent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE V: Application of our threat characterization model to six disinformation campaigns.** ‘●’ indicates the existence of adequate digital literacy (dl) or fact-checking capacity (fc) in the target demographic.

Example 6: Myanmar military assets engage in PR and inflate support for opposition party before elections. Through their social media agents, members of the Myanmar military sponsored a campaign that actively propagated pro-army and pro-opposition political narratives and targeted the ruling political party demographic. Through periods of intense posting, the campaign performed astroturfing to show wider support, hijacking alternate voices on Rohingya genocide by pushing the army’s stance, impersonated celebrities and social media influencers to provide credibility to their pseudocontent. Since Facebook is the dominant form of social media in Myanmar, the campaign focused primarily on this platform, supplemented by some assets on Instagram.

B. Utility and Anticipated Usage

The systematic framework facilitated us—and is anticipated to facilitate mitigators—to better organize unstructured information about disinformation campaigns into a compact, structured form that is communicable to a diverse set of stakeholders and conducive to understanding and comparing different operations.

**Toward standardized, efficient analysis:** Whereas multiple experts in our study appreciated the need for a cybersecurity-inspired approach to analyzing disinformation campaigns, they...
identified the lack of in-house expertise as an obstacle to realizing this goal. Indeed, as highlighted in Table I, mitigators working at the forefront of disinformation campaigns have varying levels of expertise in threat modeling. Our proposed framework is well positioned to bridge such knowledge gaps and may be used by analysts to ensure comprehensive coverage of different aspects of campaigns by prompting them to look for each dimension of the taxonomy. The framework assists the non-security community in its treatment of disinformation threats, and it is also well-placed to facilitate follow up research in the security community on this important problem.

**Toward an automated procedure**: As pointed out by multiple experts in our study, one major obstacle to the effective mitigation of threats is resource constraint: teams have too much content to monitor, and the lack of bandwidth to respond quickly means that a harmful narrative can go viral faster than teams can intervene, resulting in more extensive damage. Following threat characterization, it is standard cybersecurity practice to quantify the severity of threats as a means of triage [65]: such a numerical scoring system could be used to rank disinformation campaigns and guide the work of mitigators by helping them prioritize incidents by severity. Automation will be essential to implementing our model at scale: to develop effective threat assessment and triage systems built on top of our model, it will be crucial to test the model on a large set of disinformation campaigns, which will in turn require semi-automated processes to fill the model with concrete campaigns, in addition to detecting attack strategies. While the development and feasibility evaluation of automated detection techniques is outside the scope of this paper, we offer several suggestions of framework components with potential for automation, and related work on relevant methods, summarized in Table VI. Our investigation reveals actively researched directions toward automation of most of the components of the framework. These techniques can be leveraged to semi-automate the application of the framework for concrete campaigns, possibly in real-time.

**Toward tackling cross-platform campaigns**: Our application of the framework shows that disinformation campaigns are increasingly conducted in a cross-platform setting. This is in line with recent research [4], [33], [43], [113] showcasing the magnitude of this phenomenon. Our framework actively encourages the analysts to take a broader view in their mitigation effort by capturing different channels involved in the modern cross platform operations.

**Toward capturing blended disinformation tactics**: Our analysis of the case studies reveals that many of the campaign tactics are rarely utilized in isolation but rather in combination to achieve the desired goals of the operation. Blended disinformation campaigns use a combination of multiple attack patterns and tactic capabilities to achieve their ultimate goal. Such blended activity draws parallels to malware operations in practice, where a combination of malware capabilities are leveraged to perform complex attacks, spreading rapidly and infecting multiple endpoints quickly. Similar to malware behavior classification systems [82], a framework to capture disinformation is bound to have overlap in some of the categories due to the various goals the underlying tactics attend to. Our proposed framework is intentionally designed to be flexible to capture the complex patterns at play.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Subcomponent</th>
<th>Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>Agents</td>
<td>[1], [34], [93], [116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td>[92], [94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offensive Patterns</td>
<td>bots</td>
<td>[18], [58], [67], [72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cyborgs</td>
<td>[73], [78], [88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>copypasta</td>
<td>(100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trolls</td>
<td>[25], [60], [83], [104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hijacking</td>
<td>(49), [69], [106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceptive Patterns</td>
<td>pseudoentities</td>
<td>[63], [107], [120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>astroturfing</td>
<td>(42), [76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pseudocontent</td>
<td>(24), [46], [111], [112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>seed-invite-amplify</td>
<td>(2), [116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evasive Patterns</td>
<td>mainstream</td>
<td>(34), [39], [92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gaming heuristics</td>
<td>(45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channels</td>
<td>social media</td>
<td>[93], [98], [119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>web</td>
<td>[15], [45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>news</td>
<td>[7], [129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>messaging</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>demographic</td>
<td>(13), [32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI: Towards Automation: a selection of framework components for which technical approaches with automation potential are actively researched and developed. Determination of other components requires active human-in-the-loop involvement or manual off-platform investigations.

**VI. Open Research Questions**

The design and application of our framework indicates further directions of research which build upon it. Our work may provide a starting point for developing solutions to open questions at each of the identified stages in mitigators’ work:

**Detection**: Forecasting when risk becomes threat. Determining when suspicious activity develops into an actual threat is not straightforward, and while signals like reach or virality of content can provide initial leads, according to Dany (P4), “that’s not really how risk turns into actual threats . . . [for example] the threat to life to an executive or a senior government official, it might not have the greatest reach in the world, but it’s a very significant threat.” Further research can explore ways of combining raw signals with a framework such as ours which focuses on higher-level campaign concepts.

**Analysis**: Quantifying “impact.” Many participants (n = 9) expressed the desire for a more structured process of measuring the “impact” of a disinformation campaign. Chan (P3) shares, “One of the great issues that we have is to assess the impact of a single piece of disinformation”; Hea (P8) expresses that “impact is the million dollar question; it’s actually really hard to measure the impact of one misinformation campaign.” Using our framework to precisely identify the elements and patterns of campaigns lays groundwork for assigning scores to individual events and composing them to assess a campaign overall. Similarly, as Tay (P20) describes, determining a population’s vulnerability is “really tricky . . . there should be more research in the area of formally quantifying it.” Properties like
demographic, digital literacy, and fact-checking capacity can be useful proxies in assessing potential audience vulnerability and moving toward more formal quantification.

Analysis: Exposing the ultimate sponsor. An important research question in knowledge discovery is understanding the sponsors behind a campaign, gaining insights into their motives and capabilities in order to better understand the threat landscape. Attribution is a hard problem, and sometimes “the only way [it] can be done is to prove a financial link between those authentic threat actors” [Omar-P15]. However, our framework can help mitigators to classify actors and specify their capabilities, which can assist with identifying when multiple campaigns may share a common sponsor, or tracking patterns and change over time in the activities of different actor types.

Mitigation: Informing platform response. The current variation in how platforms respond to disinformation activities is understudied and the understanding could guide the development of a universal, platform-agnostic scoring framework: “the same campaign will be on five different platforms and they will take five different sets of actions against it . . . I think it would be very, very important . . . for the practitioners in the field to understand how the platforms are responding to different campaigns” [Babu-P2]. Udo (P21) emphasizes the need for platforms to update their policies “in real time” in response to constantly evolving tactics and trends. Future work could connect the properties of a campaign with platform response and outcome, for instance comparing similar campaigns with different mitigations and outcomes, or differences in platform response in cases of cross-platform campaigns. This can advance understanding of which mitigation efforts are more successful in different cases.

VII. CONCLUSION

Based on interviews with disinformation experts, we present deep insights into the day-to-day functions of their fight against disinformation. We characterize the disinformation threat across domains by mapping out potential threat actors, their motives and capabilities, their observed patterns of attack, the attack channels they use, and the audiences they target. Our disinformation threat framework is a crucial step toward comprehensively understanding the attacker side, which is a necessary foundation for developing effective tools, methodologies, and countermeasures against disinformation.
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APPENDIX

A. Interview Slide Deck

We provide an abridged version of the questionnaire used to guide our open-ended conversations with the participants.

- **Background: Role/Team/Organization**
  - Describe your role and the different roles within your team with respect to mis-/disinformation.

- **Background: Project(s)**
  - Describe one (or more) projects/events you focused on (Platforms, Coordination, Actors, Sophistication)
  - What tools do you use to help you on these projects?

- **Selecting Projects**
  - How do you determine the initial set of projects/events to work on?
  - How do you and your team currently prioritize projects to work on? (Factors, Decision-making process, Tools)
  - What challenges do you face?

- **Assessing Projects**
  - Once chosen for investigation, how do you evaluate a project/event?
  - What are the current processes you use for scoring/labeling a project/event?
  - How do you convey this score/label to your audiences/in your reports?

- **Actor’s Motivation and Capabilities**
  - Who are the usual actors behind such events?
  - What are their motivations?
  - What are their capabilities?
    - Amount of control/influence over the platform
    - Level of coordination observed
    - Level of sophistication

- **Wishlist**
  - Setting aside feasibility for a while, what tools/solutions would be most useful for your team to better prioritize projects to focus on and to evaluate a project and assign a score/label?
  - Would you test a tool that assesses the priority of different projects?